REPORTS ON

“ WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY ”
Jointly organized by

Adarsh Shikshak Mandal,
Shree Bapusaheb DD Vispute College of Education, New
Panvel, Navi Mumbai
And
University of Mumbai, Thane sub campus, Mumbai,
On

June 5,2020
An exclusive live program has organized A Poster making Competition.
To provide themes for Poster Making Competition

1) Save Environment
2) Biodiversity in India
3) Impact of COVID -19 on Environment

4) Green and Clean Environment.
 DATE : 5th June 2020
 TIME : 11:00 am. to 11.40 am
 VENUE MODE : via Zoom App.

 INTRODUCTION:
World Environment Day is celebrated every year on June 5, to remind people to not take
nature for granted, and to read the signs, understand them, and act accordingly. It is one
of the biggest annual events in the world run by the United Nations to raise awareness
among people. It is believed that the day was designed by the UN General Assembly in
the year 1972, on the first day of the United Nations Conference on the Human
Environment.
With the world fighting a pandemic together and most countries in lockdown, the
environment seems to have benefited slightly. Nature seems to have been busy
reclaiming its spaces. Among other things, it is getting to breathe and clean itself a little,
in the absence of the constant flurry of human activities.
The World Environment Day is celebrated every year on June 5 in more than 100
countries. The World Environment Day provides an opportunity to broaden the “basis for
an enlightened opinion and responsible conduct by individuals, enterprises and
communities in preserving and enhancing the environment,” according to the United
Nations.
Every year, the World Environment Day is organized around a theme in order to draw
attention towards pressing environmental issues.
 OBJECTIVES:
 The main idea behind marking June 5 as World Environment Day is so that we are aware
of what is needed to be done to protect our environment.
 The day raises awareness about the environmental issues like global warming, marine
pollution, human over-population, protection of wildlife, and sustainable consumption.
 It has spread so far and wide, that WED has become a global platform for countries to
reach out to the public.
 We must enhance our efforts towards preserving biodiversity and restoring fragmented
ecosystems.
 For protecting nature and finding sustainable solutions in every sphere of life.

The World Environment Day is celebrated every year on June 5 in more than 100
countries. The World Environment Day provides an opportunity to broaden the “basis for
an enlightened opinion and responsible conduct by individuals, enterprises and
communities in preserving and enhancing the environment,” according to the United
Nations.
Welcome address by Dr Seema Kamble Principal,D.D. Vispute College of Education
Madam welcoming all dignitaries, Chief Guest, Shri. Dhanaraj Vispute Sir Chairman
Adarsh Shikshak Mandal, Dr. Sunita Magre Ma‟am Professor & I/C Director Mumbai
University Thane sub campus, Mrs. Sangita Vispute Ma‟am, Secretary, Adarsh
Shikshan Prasarak Mandal and all the Participants.
The program started at 11:00 am by showing the world Environment Day video, and
began with a special vandana prepared by choir group. And Dr. Seema Ma‟am was led to
introduce all dignitaries, chief guest with warm welcome, gratitude them with warm
wishes and started program.
Welcomed Speech by Shri. Dhanaraj Vispute Sir, welcomed the audience with an
opening speech giving an insight to the importance of that day. He made all the spectators
aware of the need to take immediate action to save the environment and Mother Earth.
Citing examples, he made the concept crystal clear for all.
Sir also announced a compulsory A Poster making Competition, and to provide themes
for Poster Making Competition for all students.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Save Environment
Biodiversity in India
Impact of COVID -19 on Environment
Green and Clean Environment.
Each student had to undertake one environment-friendly action after college hours and
was supposed to make a presentation as well. All the students looked excited after the
announcement of that innovative poster making competition.
Introductory speech by Dr. Sunita Magre Ma‟am also gave speech on the occasion of
World Environment Day as “What is more important, saving the environment or
technological advancement at the expense of the environment?".
Valedictory address by Mrs. Sangita Vispute Ma‟am gave a speech in which the
highlighted the need of conservation of environment. Finally, the day was concluded after
a tree plantation drive.
Principal Dr. Seema Ma,am gave valuable important motivational words on the occasion
of World Environment Day and gave Instructions to the participants for the poster making
competition are as follows :

1. First 50 entries shall be considered for the competition.
2. There are no entry fees to participate in this competition.
3. Student must be a bonafide student of the college.
4. After making the poster, a scanned image in PDF format should be send to us before
the last date.
5. The size of image for PDF should not exceed 10 MB.
6. The poster should be an original creativity and should not copy from anywhere.
7. Original and creative posters with an outstanding presentation will be awarded 1 st
Rank, 2nd Rank, and 3rd Rank and it will also be mentioned in their E-certificate.
8. All participants will be awarded participation E-certificate on their personal E-mail ID
within 20 working days.
The link for registration for sending scan JPEG or PDF file for poster.
The celebrations came to an end with everyone pledging to take the initiative of saving
the environment and doing their bit for a cleaner and greener Mother Earth. the theme for
World Environment Day is „Celebrate Biodiversity‟, which, as per the United Nations, a
concern that is both urgent and existential.
a vote of thanks proposed by Dr. Seema Kamble for all and ended program with Best
wishes.
 IMPLEMENTATION OF PROGRAMME:




All participants looking forward to organize future program for World Environment Day.
Creating awareness of the environment and enhance political attention and action.
To care for ourselves we must care for nature.

 IMPACT OF PROGRAMME:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Students learn to contribute, manage and organize individually as well as in a team.
It sparks their innate skill of, responsibility, innovation and creativity.
It provides a golden opportunity to promote original thinking and skillful implementation.
It also inculcate and nurture the moral values of Environment.
It play a vital role of everyone to save our environment as human beings.

 CONCLUSION:
1) Understands the effectiveness of the program.
2) The occasion were very useful for all participants, with variety of approaches.

3) It was highlighted the needs to save our environment.
4) Understands the importance of our environment as well as our Earth.
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